1. Let ß be a plane disc and let / be a holomorphic map of ß into itself. It is known that the iterates fn of / converge to a constant f E ß as n -* oo unless / is a conformai map of ß onto itself [3, pp. 131-134] . In the present paper we study the action of the iterates of holomorphic maps of the unit ball into itself.
Let BN be the unit ball of C" and let F be a holomorphic map of BN into itself. The iterates F" of F axe defined by F0(z)=z, Fn+X(z) = F(F"(z)) (« = 0,1,...).
Let r be a positive integer with 1 < r < N. Corresponding to the orthogonal direct sum decomposition CN = C © CN~r, each z E C^ decomposes into z -z' + z", where z' E C, z" E CN~r. Accordingly, for a map 0 = (<¡>x,... ,<¡>N) from BN into CN, we write $ = $' + $", where $' = (<f>"... ,<pr) and $" = (<pr+x,.. .,<t>N).
Theorem. Let F be a holomorphic map of BN into itself. If F is not an automorphism of BN, then either (i) the iterates Fn of F converge to a constant map as n -» oo, uniformly on every compact subset of BN, or (ii) there exist a subsequence [Fn } of [Fn] , an automorphism T of BN and a positive integer r with 1 < r < N, such that T ° Fn ° T~l converge as v -» oo, uniformly on every compact subset of BN, to a holomorphic map $ of BN into itself having the following properties: (a) $'(z') = z' for z' E Brand(b) $"(z) = 0" for z E BN.
In case (i), j/f = lim"^xF"(z), z E BN, is a point in BN, then f is the fixed point of F.
In case (ii) the restriction F'(z') of F= T o F ° T'1 to Bris an automorphism of Br.
There is a simple example which belongs to case (ii). We define the map F=(/"/2)by 2. We begin with an elementary lemma.
Lemma. Let ^ be a holomorphic map from BN into BN. If ^ is not constant, then *(BN)E BN.
Proof. Suppose that <ff = (i^,,...,i¡/N) maps one point in BN to a point w in the boundary of BN. We may assume that w = (1,0,... ,0). Then the maximum principle shows that \px(z) = I, and so that ^(z) = 0, j -2,.. .,N. Thus ^ must be constant.
Let ^ be a holomorphic map from BN into C^. We denote by A^(z) the matrix 3uV au = -£(z) (\<i<N,Kj<Ñ) where * = (^"... ,$N) and z = (z"... ,zw).
3. We now turn to the proof of the theorem. Let F be a holomorphic map of BN into itself and let F" be its «th iterate. Then the sequence (F") is normal in BN. There is a point z* in BN with rank /l^(z*) > 0. We may assume that rank A^,(z*) -sup sup rank A9(z) = /* < N, where £ is the family of all limit maps of convergent subsequences of {Fn}. Further we may assume that {F" _" } also converges. Let $ be its limit map. Since y(BN) E BN (it follows from the lemma), we have *(*(*)) = lim F"o+i^"o(Fno(z)) = ¥(z) (z E 5").
u-»oo
Putting w* = ^(z*) we have $(vv*) = w*. Regarding Ay and /!$ as linear operators, rather than matrices, the relation $ ° ty = •if shows that ^(w*) ° A^(z*) = yf,¡,(z*). This shows that the restriction of A$(w*) to the /--dimensional space which is the range of A^(z*) is the identity. Hence, by the definition of r, it follows that rank A$(w*) = r. Now we may assume that $(0) = 0 and ^(O) = (yXz), rank A^(f)) = r,by considering the map T ° F ° T~] in place of F, where / is the identity matrix of order r and T is a suitable automorphism of BN.
We shall show that $ has properties (a) and (b). Since 3>'(z') is a holomorphic map of Br into itself with $'(0') = 0' and since A^(Q') = /, it follows by Cartan's uniqueness theorem that (1) <D'(z') = z' (z'EBr).
Further, from the inequality
we have that ||4>"(z')ll -» 0 as ||z'|| -» 1 (where II II denotes the euclidean norm), and so (2) *"(*') = 0» (z'EBr).
On the other hand, since rank A^(z) = r in a neighborhood Í/ of 0, there exist functions Hj(z'),j -r + 1,... ,A, such that //y(z') are holomorphic in a neighborhood [/' of 0' and
(For instance, this follows from Theorem 5 in Chapter I, §B of [1] .) From (1), (2) and (3) we see that (Hr+x(z'),...,HN(z')) = (Hr+x(nz')),..-,HN(nz'))) = $"(z') = 0" (z'EU').
Hence Hj, = 0, j = r + 1,..., A, so that we obtain (4) O"(z) = 0" (zEfiJ.
Thus we have proved that there exist a subsequence {F" } (we consider «ü+, -«^ as «"), and an automorphism T of 5^ such that T ° Fn ° T'x converge as t; -» oo to a map $ with properties (a) and (b). Next we shall show that F'(z') is an automorphism of Br, where F = T ° F °T~X = F" + F". We assume that (F" _,} converges, without loss of generality. Putting G = lim^^F^., and G = T o G o T~] = G' + G" we have From this and the lemma it follows that G(BN) E BN. Hence we also obtain (6) F°G = Í>.
Then we see from (1), (4), (5) and (6) that (7) G'(F(z'))=F'(G(z')) = z' (z'EBr) and (8) G"(F(z))=F"(G(z)) = 0" (zEBN).
